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Abstract

How are disordered eating and substance abuse embodied, experienced, and articulated within a context of multi-dimensional marginalization? Existing studies that address this question emphasize medical influences and gather clinical samples, thereby overlooking those for whom structural constraints such as poverty make accessing costly and time-intensive treatment unrealistic. In this study, I fill methodological and empirical gaps in the literature by using qualitative methods to explore the co-occurrence of eating and substance use disorders among homeless youth. This study consists of two parts: (1) semi-structured interviews with youth and (2) structured interviews with key informants employed by low-barrier support services. Results show several indicators of co-occurring disordered eating and substance abuse among homeless youth. There is a strong link between conscious self-starvation due to body image concerns and compensatory substance abuse behaviours, while youth also engage in substance abuse to mitigate the effects of hunger related to food insecurity. Further, there is a significant disparity when comparing youths’ eating disorder and food-related health literacy to their substance use disorder health literacy. Finally, patterned responses among youth and front-line workers suggest that while service providers have several supports in place to assist youth who are engaging in problematic substance use, there is a shortage of existing infrastructure to assist youth who are struggling with disordered eating. I conclude by offering suggestions for further research on co-occurring eating and substance abuse disorders among vulnerable populations.
Preface

This thesis is an original intellectual product of the author, NM Luongo. The interviews reported in Chapters 4.1 and 5 were covered by UBC Ethics Certificate number H16-01419.
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Dedication

For Duncan and Christine
“Suppose if you had been through something, like if you had been through something catastrophic. If you had been through like a storm or an earthquake together or something like, horrendous, you...it would bring you closer together?”

“So you think that people who suffer together would be more connected than people who are content?”

“Yeah, I do.”

“But what if they are creating the disaster, within themselves?”

- Florence + the Machine.

CHAPTER 1. Another Conversation with No Destination: Introduction

The co-occurrence of eating and substance abuse disorders has been the focus of considerable research. However, existing studies draw largely from clinical samples and overlook those for whom treatment is inaccessible due to structural constraints such as poverty. The erasure of economically marginalized populations in the literature is troubling, particularly given emerging research suggesting that poverty is not protective against body image concerns and weight-altering behaviours such as binge-eating and purging (DeLeel et al. 2009; Gard and Freeman 1996; Mitchison 2014). With this study, I address this knowledge gap through a qualitative exploration of socio-cultural and institutional factors related to co-occurring eating and substance abuse disorders among homeless youth. Key research themes and questions include: “How are disordered eating and substance abuse embodied, experienced, and articulated within everyday contexts associated with extreme economic marginalization?” and “How do low-barrier service providers support homeless youth in addressing concerns related to disordered eating and substance abuse?”
CHAPTER 2. These Chains Never Leave Me: Study Context and Positionality

According to Sharon Craig (1997), the co-occurrence of eating and substance abuse disorders has been widely explored since the 1970’s. It was at this time that professor of psychiatry Arthur Crisp noted that anorexic patients were more likely to abuse alcohol than patients of average or above-average weight (Crisp 1968 as cited in Craig 1997). Crisp’s observation has since been contested (Krug et al. 2008; Wiederman and Pryor 1996), but his claim has nonetheless expanded to include those with bulimia and substance abuse issues (Bulik et al. 1994; Carbaugh and Sias 2010; Klopfer and Woodside 2008), those with both anorexia and bulimia and substance abuse issues (Herzog et al. 1992; Kaye et al. 2013; Wiederman and Pryor 1997), and those who first struggle with substance abuse but later demonstrate eating disorder symptoms (Cohen et al. 2010; Marcus & Katz 1990; Suzuki et al. 1993). Although many of these studies suggest that eating and substance abuse disorders are inextricably linked (Holderness et al. 1992; Nokleby 2012), the majority of existing research examines those who are first diagnosed with an eating disorder and later develop substance abuse problems. Clinicians who treat chemically dependent individuals may thus fail to inquire about patients’ eating habits and body image concerns, leading to a lack of understanding and sensitivity about disordered eating among substance abusing populations (Courbasson et al. 2005; Holderness 1992; Killeen et al. 2011; Nokleby 2012).

This lack of understanding is something that I have intimate experience with, and is in part what prompted this study. Between the ages of 19 and 21 I was homeless on Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside and, despite actively seeking out eating disorder resources while addicted to alcohol and crack cocaine, rarely encountered a support
service that could address my concurrent bulimia. Instead, I was frequently encouraged by front-line workers and psychiatrists to focus on addiction recovery, despite believing that my alcohol and illicit drug use was largely motivated by a desire to escape the obsessive thoughts and compulsions that drove my binging and purging. Many years later, the despair and helplessness I associate with that time remain viscerally painful.

I suspect that my experience was not wholly unique: At the youth homeless shelter where I often slept, there were many who explicitly displayed the signs and symptoms of disordered eating, as well as whispered confessions of self-induced vomiting or dieting from youth who were, by many accounts, too consumed by food-insecurity to be concerned with body image (McClelland and Crisp 2001; Nevonen and Norring 2004; Sousa Fortes et al. 2013). After attending addiction treatment and working for several years thereafter with youth in the foster care system, I also witnessed binge-eating, self-starvation, and purging with alarming regularity. Despite being stigmatized as substance abusers (Cheng et al. 2016; Hepburn et al. 2016; Xiang 2013), however, homeless youth are rarely the topic of scholarly inquiry among eating disorder researchers, and I have yet to locate a single study that examines the interaction between eating and substance abuse disorders that includes this population. Instead, much research draws from clinical samples that require participants to have been formally diagnosed with anorexia, bulimia, or alcohol or drug addiction (see Blinder et al. 2015; Calero-Elvira et al. 2009; Conason 2006), thereby omitting those for whom structural forces such as poverty make accessing costly and time-intensive eating- or substance abuse disorder treatment unrealistic.
The dual purposes of this study are thus to explore factors related to health and well being that are linked to complex but overlooked combinations of social and economic dynamics, and to generate further academic interest about disordered eating among economically marginalized populations who abuse substances. I take up Heid Nokleby’s (2012) suggestion in a recent review to fill a methodological gap in the literature by adopting a qualitative approach to data generation, as quantitatively-oriented research (see Ram et al. 2008; Newman and Gold 1992; Simioni and Cottencin 2015) often fails to illuminate the underlying attitudes, perceptions, and structural influences that motivate co-occurring disordered eating and substance abuse. I also draw from emerging research that challenges the myth that males and gender-fluid individuals are unlikely to experience disordered eating (Calzo et al. 2016; Cohn et al. 2016; Soban 2006), as well as studies that highlight eating disorder symptoms among racial or ethnic minorities (Boisvert & Harrell 2014; Chao et al. 2016; Craig and Shisslak 2003), by including youth of all backgrounds in my sample. How, I wonder, does multi-dimensional structural marginalization intersect with the deeply personal experiences of disordered eating and substance abuse?
CHAPTER 3. A Loud Scream: Theoretical Orientation

Although existing medical, psychiatric, and epidemiological studies have offered influential insights into precursors such as trauma (Blinder et al. 2006; Cohen et al. 2010; Dohm et al. 2002; Killeen et al. 2015) and neurological risk factors (Castro-Fornieles et al. 2010; Franko et al. 2008; Stice et al. 2001) of co-occurring eating and substance abuse disorders, a preoccupation with generalizability requires researchers to employ standard diagnostic criteria for statistical modeling purposes. However, the underlying assumption that mental health conditions can be diagnosed by an atheoretical guidebook studied by objective professionals without considering personal, social, and institutional contexts has been scrutinized (Fredrickson and Roberts 1997; Guilfoyle 2013; Wakefield 1992). The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), with its “relentless commitment to its own knowledge” (Guilfoyle 2013), ignores many of the extraneous factors that contribute to what even the most well-intentioned clinicians may deem “pathological” thoughts and behaviours. This is particularly relevant when one considers the “relations of ruling” (Smith 1990) between homeless youth, practitioners, and researchers, as practitioners and researchers may be highly educated but implicated in bureaucracy and far removed from lived realities of oppression.

Beyond this, even conventional qualitative approaches have been criticized for problematic philosophical underpinnings that reify biomedical understandings of health and illness (Arslanian-Engoren 2002; Bendelew 2004; Crowe 1998). Specifically, the notion that language – unstable, incoherent, and historically situated – conveys an “authentic voice” when describing one’s lived experience of mental health is suspect (Ceci 2003; Grant 2014; Gone 2008). Rather, language can be viewed as a cultural
system that, while ostensibly expressing “truthful” narrative identities, works to (re)configure and (re)produce dominant power relations (Adams St. Pierre 1998; Grant 2014; Stevenson & Cutcliffe 2006). Language tacitly accepts the reasonableness of the self-knowing subject - the “metaphysics of presence” (Derrida 1976) – whose essence can be uncovered by clinicians and disseminated by researchers. This proposition is questionable, however, when one considers the cacophony of shifting discourses (Foucault 1976) transmitted through families, peer groups, and institutions such as the media and medical profession. These discourses inevitably shape research participants’ subjectivities and subsequent responses to interview questions about mental health (Henriques et al. 1984; Hoff 1988; Hollway 1983).

I thus proceed cautiously. My theoretical approach may loosely be described as feminist poststructuralist. I adopt these sensibilities in that I do not claim total scientific objectivity, and I do not wish to label youth participants as either “healthy” or “disordered.” I further understand that participants’ “medicalized subjectivities” (Wardprope 2015) – that is, their self-conceptions of themselves as disordered - may be influenced by social norms that stigmatize homelessness. I do, however, treat participants as “experts,” in that I view their pain, independent of its social and political antecedents, as “real.” Finally, I treat the social world as a site of (re)constitution: I do not attempt to reify existing perceptions of “reality” but rather interpret reality – and the language deployed to discuss it - as a product of historic and discursive conflict wherein economic marginalization, young adulthood, and womanhood are pathologized (Piran 2010; Stoppard and Gammell 1999; Wardrope 2015).
CHAPTER 4. Trying to Cross a Canyon With a Broken Limb: Methods

Data were generated through 11 interviews, 7 semi-structured with youth and 4 structured with front-line workers, conducted between December 2016 and March 2017 in Vancouver, Canada. Initially, I met with the executive directors of one homeless shelter and one outreach organization to obtain permission to post recruitment flyers welcoming youth with “food-related or body image concerns who currently or formerly used alcohol or drugs” to contact me by telephone or e-mail. I also offered a $15 honorarium for participation. Mid-way through data generation, I attended the outreach organization’s youth advisory committee meeting to invite further participation. While several youth approached me afterward to ask whether I considered some of their eating-related thoughts and behaviours problematic, I could not ethically offer feedback beyond sharing my own experience and suggesting they seek further support. Although this generated what appeared to be much interest among potential participants, I arrived several times after scheduling interviews to find that youth did not appear. I attribute this to the transient nature of homelessness and to the multiple, competing factors that may influence a youth’s decision to prioritize one commitment over another. There is also the possibility that youth, despite speaking with me first, were suspicious of my position as an “expert” and the opportunity this afforded me to influence outsider perception of their lives.

Ultimately, snowball sampling (Seymour and Graham 1986) was a more effective recruitment tactic. One youth, whom I had known while a front-line worker and remain in casual contact with, offered to participate and told members of her group home about my study. After conducting interviews with youth, I decided to include a key
informant sample by speaking with employees of local support services. I did so primarily to discern whether these employee’s perceptions of client need matched the concerns described by youth. In this context, “front-line worker” is defined as a formal employee of a support organization who interacts directly with youth and is tasked with providing them with necessities such as food and clothing in addition to offering counseling and educational resources.

Youth participants ranged in age from 18 to 28 years old, the latter being the cut-off age for accessing many local youth support services. During recruitment and data generation, I was hesitant to adopt the terms “eating disorder” and “substance use disorder,” as each indicates that one has received a formal diagnosis and further suggests that the symptoms of these “disorders” are inherently problematic: I know all too well that rather than being maladaptive, they may in fact be self-protective mechanisms employed to stay alive. I thus use “eating disorder” and “disordered eating,” as well as “substance abuse” and “substance abuse disorder” interchangeably throughout this article, though this may be a point of contention among researchers who remain invested in the DSM.

4.1 Ethical Concerns and Sample Composition

All research was approved by the University of British Columbia’s Behavioural Research Ethics Board. Before data generation, I went through three rounds of ethics review to amend my interview guide and consent form due to the sensitive nature of questions and vulnerability of my study population. I further offered a list of local, low-barrier counselors to youth after conducting interviews in consideration of the fact that interviews could be emotionally distressing. Youth consistently declined this list, as most
were well connected with support services and were eager to discuss my study topics. I also engaged in an extensive process of writing analytic memos after interviews, both to discern themes I saw emerging and to document feelings of anxiety, surprise, or doubt that arose. As someone who avidly participated in survey research while homeless to obtain honoraria, I did not want to evoke feelings of exploitation among youth participants. At no point did I sense that ceasing the study was warranted.

Youth of all genders, sexual orientations, and racial/ethnic backgrounds were invited to participate due to the underrepresentation of those who are not female, white, and heterosexual in the eating disorder literature. One unanticipated result was the number of youth in my sample who had Aboriginal heritage. Of my seven youth participants, five stated that their racial or ethnic background was partially or fully Aboriginal, a significant number given that Aboriginal people make up less than 5% of British Columbia’s total population (Statistics Canada 2006). Though my sample could be skewed in favour of including Aboriginal participants due to the overrepresentation of Aboriginal youth who grow up in Canada’s child welfare system and subsequently become homeless as they “age out” of foster care at age 19 (Duff et al. 2014; Smith 2009; Trocme et al. 2004), my demographic composition may also be related to systemic discrimination experienced by Aboriginal people when accessing health-care. Specifically, prior studies suggest that Aboriginal populations are more likely to encounter difficulties entering addiction and eating disorder treatment (Barker et al. 2015; Philips et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2004), and that the ongoing legacy of colonization, residential schools, and institutional racism has generated distrust of service providers
among Aboriginal people (Baskin 2007; Krusi et al. 2010; McBain-Rigg and Veitch 2011).

One formerly homeless 28-year old participant echoed these concerns while recalling the perceived hostility she felt from support services while struggling with both substance abuse and binge eating. She stated, “It was really painful… I always thought people were judging me ‘cause I was like, either Native or young.” The ethnic composition of my sample could thus reflect that rather than being more likely to have eating and substance abuse issues, doubly- or triply-marginalized Aboriginal youth in Canada receive suboptimal health care and are consequently left with few options when attempting to address these issues. I took this into consideration while conducting interviews. Though I could not, as a Euro-Canadian, explicitly modify my interview questions to adopt Aboriginal ways of understanding, I remain conscientious of the fact that western mental health discourses can be viewed as a form of surveillance (Gore 2008) of Aboriginal people in a settler-colonial state. My sample may underscore the need to provide accessible, affordable, and culturally competent treatment options for Aboriginal youth struggling with co-occurring disordered eating and substance abuse, as well as a need for greater representation of Aboriginal people in the eating disorder literature.

4.2 Data Generation and Analysis

My interviews averaged twenty-eight minutes but ranged from twelve to sixty-four minutes. I first obtained written informed consent and assured participants that identifying information would be removed from my study. Interviews were conducted individually, and I met six of the seven youth participants at a coffee shop or park of their
choosing. One participant had recently moved into subsidized housing and asked that we meet at her residence. While conducting interviews with front-line workers, I followed a similar protocol and met three at a coffee shop. One worker was a relative and instead opted to meet at my home. With consent, interviews were audio recorded. I transcribed interviews verbatim within two hours after they ended, including pauses, laughter, and voice inflections.

Before beginning interviews, I described my purpose of inquiry as an exploration of “disordered eating, body image concerns, and substance abuse issues among homeless youth.” In accordance with the tradition of feminist poststructuralism (Gavey 1989; Weeden 1987), I was transparent about my own positionality and briefly articulated being formerly homeless with both diagnosed eating and substance abuse disorders. I did not, however, attempt to conceal the fact that my struggles are ongoing: Though no longer socioeconomically marginalized, I continue to contend with internal dialogues that are painful, exhausting, and may be considered far from “healthy.” During the interview process, I felt this mitigated some of the hierarchical researcher-subject dynamic and built rapport with participants. I also viewed the interviews as a transmission of inherited language that is located within the shared social context through which it is exchanged (Hardin 2003; Wetherell 1986). Here, my experience was once again useful: While I did not want to make assumptions about my youth participants’ psychiatric or medical knowledge, I anticipated that their social context - once my own - of extreme economic marginalization and street-involvement may have limited their access to medicalized discourses deployed in the DSM. I was also not concerned with categorization or even of trying to “know” my participants as “rational selves” (Smith 1993) beyond what they
conveyed through language. I thus avoided questions that included the terms “anorexia,” “bulimia,” or “substance abuse disorder” and instead invited a plurality of meanings about these issues that I interpreted as being “socially, historically, and culturally specific” (Gavey 1989).

I began with general questions about age, self-identified race/ethnicity, education level, and length of homelessness. Those some poststructuralists eschew categorization entirely, I felt these forms of self-identification could influence participants’ subjectivities and may thus be relevant considerations during data analysis. I moved on to asking youth participants to describe what they ate in a typical day, their habits around alcohol and illicit drug consumption, and questions related to economic marginalization such as, “does the cost of eating ever interfere with important purchases?” Over the course of the interviews, I extended the discussion to include specific body parts the youth liked or disliked, their motivations for using substances, and how supported they felt by front-line workers in addressing their eating or substance-related concerns. Throughout, most youth were keenly engaged and offered suggestions for how support services could improve, particularly with regards to disordered eating. I often had to modify the planned interview format in concert with stories participants shared, at times of overdosing or of friends’ deaths, and the slang they employed.

I offered a very similar explanation of my study to front-line workers, but emphasized that I was primarily interested in organizational supports. I again began with general questions, and then moved on to beliefs about both eating and substance abuse disorders. I asked participants to describe the signs and symptoms of these disorders and how they felt each originated, as my experience has taught me that front-line workers are
often responsible for identifying and addressing potentially problematic behaviours in lieu of family involvement. Although questions directed toward my youth sample were largely conceptual, here I was more direct when inquiring about how participants would respond if a youth approached them about struggling with eating- or substance-related concerns. I concluded by asking about institutional capacity to address these issues, such as whether organizations were equipped with addictions specialists or eating disorder counselors. Each participant acknowledged that the latter were absent.

Drawing from poststructuralist conventions that challenge traditional methods of data analysis (Jackson and Mazzei 2013) I considered the influence that dominant cultural discourses about disordered eating and substance use have on the articulation of individual correspondence (Hardin 2003). That is, I accepted that data may be partial, contradictory, and heavily influenced by the narratives to which my participants had access (Allen and Hardin 2001). I was further cognizant of the potential “conversational moves” (Atkinson and Heritage 1984; Sacks 1992) that both my participants and myself made throughout the interviews, and took into account the influence that my presence as a researcher had on what participants felt may be a preferred response (Hardin 2003). Due to the broad and exploratory nature of my research questions, I did not anticipate *a priori* codes but instead immersed myself in the data to “comprehend its meaning in its entirety” (Crabtree and Miller 1999) by reading interview transcripts several times before coding. I assumed that participants constructed context-specific meanings and that I, as the researcher, may unintentionally interpret these meanings based on my own beliefs and values (Charmaz 2006). I also practiced an iterative process of reviewing my findings
and refining my interview questions to better suit themes I saw emerging as interviews were conducted.

I divided the coding process into two distinct phases (Massengill; Ryan and Bernard 2003). I first analyzed my data line-by-line during initial coding so as to not overlook any ideas, themes, and concepts that emerged. While doing so, I kept in mind that themes would be overlapping and far from concrete (Vandermause 2008). I then engaged in a process of focused coding, during which I organized initial codes into groups of codes that I felt were particularly relevant given my research questions. I did so using NVivo software, a qualitative software program that that is useful for researchers who work with rich, text-based data and require deep levels of analysis on small or large datasets. Although NVivo is a powerful analytic tool, I continued to hand-write reflective memos to note inconsistencies and contradictions in participants’ responses. I took these into consideration while building codes into hierarchies of importance and grouping them into thematic elements (Ryan and Bernard 2003).

I now turn to my results, which I organize into four major sections. I begin by discussing body image concerns, restrictive tendencies, and compensatory substance abuse among youth. I follow this with a description of food insecurity and substance abuse, with an emphasis on the implications of food insecurity for youths’ body image concerns. I then explore youths’ eating disorder and food-related healthy literacy compared to their substance abuse disorder health literacy. Finally, I relay both youths’ and front-line workers’ perceptions of institutional capacity to address these issues, noting the consistency with which participants from both samples felt that eating disorder resources were scarce.
CHAPTER 5. All That’s Left is Hurt: Results

Results show several key indicators of co-occurring disordered eating and substance abuse among street-involved youth. Specifically, two main themes emerged: a strong link between conscious self-starvation due to body image concerns and compensatory substance abuse behaviours, and engaging in substance abuse to mitigate the effects of unintentional self-starvation. Further, my data indicated a significant disparity when comparing youths’ eating disorder and food-related knowledge to their substance use disorder knowledge. Finally, both youth and front-line workers confirmed that while low-barrier service providers have several supports in place to assist youth who are engaging in problematic substance use, there is a shortage of existing infrastructure to assist youth who are struggling with disordered eating.

5.1 Theme One: Body Image Concerns, Restrictive Tendencies, and Substance Abuse

A prominent theme that emerged was substance abuse and self-starvation as a means to achieve or maintain a low body weight. Several participants described being strongly affected by social norms surrounding thinness and subsequently facilitating weight loss through substance use, an important finding given homeless youths’ erasure in the eating disorder literature. Many youth noted their susceptibility to being influenced by the images featured in popular magazines. One 21-year-old participant claimed, “I always picture the girls in magazines” when asked to describe her perception of an ideal body, and another acknowledged, “my thinking is a bit twisted because of the media and our culture and stuff.” A third, male youth, who is immersed in Vancouver’s gay community and consistently described feeling overweight, acknowledged, “in our culture and society we keep getting bombarded by media and TV shows and movies and books
saying you have to be super skinny to be attractive and for men to be like, muscular and sexy. Especially in the gay community...the media there is like, awful, because it’s just about sex, sex, sex - like you have to be muscular in order to be happy, and you have to like, eat a certain way in order to be gay.”

My participant’s body-image concerns were frequently related to their substance use. One 28 year-old who has since entered addiction recovery recalled “struggle[ing] with this [eating while drinking] a lot. It was like, ok, I’m going to drink, and that’s a lot of calories, so I guess I’m not going to eat dinner. Like I would prefer to drink over eating because I figured that’s a way to balance things out.” This participant also had a history of cocaine abuse, and described how the drug “would curb her appetite” so that she “did not eat frequently to become thinner.” Instead, she “would go out all night partying and felt like [she] lost weight because [she] was out dancing.” Similarly, another participant, who has also entered recovery, stated that prior to becoming sober she “would literally not eat food on purpose and just drink” and that she “associated drinking with losing weight” because she was able to more effectively skip meals while intoxicated. These youths’ actions were thus in alignment with those separated by research on middle- and upper-class participants who intentionally restrict their caloric intake as a compensatory behaviour prior to or after consuming alcohol (Barry and Piazza-Gardner 2012; Burke et al. 2010; Root et al. 2010). My results suggest that homeless youth whose restrictive tendencies manifest at sub-clinical levels or remain undiagnosed may abuse alcohol and other substances to conform to broader culture values in which women and gay men are judged based on physical appearance. Service providers and clinicians may want to inquire about these youths’ body image concerns
when attempting to address substance use, as these concerns appear to motivate a portion of youths’ alcohol and illicit drug consumption.

Some of my participant’s eating habits and body image concerns improved as they entered recovery from substance abuse. One participant, who now uses moderate exercise rather than illicit drugs to reduce her anxiety and depression, stated, “I’ve come to realize that you have to eat to exercise…I don’t want to go back there [to her eating disorder] so I’m going to have a cookie, just in moderation.” Another sober, formerly bulimic participant noted that a primary benefit of entering addiction recovery has been “the ability to afford healthy food.” This counters previous claims that people are inclined to replace one coping mechanism with another (Baker et al. 2010; Nokelby 2012). It instead suggests that the cessation of alcohol and illicit drug use contributes to an enhanced sense of confidence and well-being that can prompt renewed interest in other health-promoting behaviours. Future research is needed to investigate whether this phenomenon is apparent only among homeless populations or whether it is found in members of other social classes, who have less to lose, so to speak, when it comes to getting sober.

5.2 Theme Two: Food Insecurity and Substance Abuse

Another finding that is perhaps unique to street-involved populations and is widely ignored in the literature was the relationship between food insecurity, substance abuse, and body image concerns. When prompted, all of my participants noted that they were formerly or currently food-insecure. One who was being raised in the child welfare

---

1 Here I refer to the fact that those who are not at risk of losing temporary housing that mandates abstinence, as with many youth homeless shelters and social housing, may not feel the same urgency – and subsequent accomplishment – to stop using illicit drugs.
system stated that she had to “go to [her] group home” when hungry, while another, who has recently “aged out” of foster care, mentioned that she would “spend all [her] money on drugs and alcohol” and thus could often not buy food. Another, 28-year old male participant, noted with some disdain that he needed to access free outreach programs to eat but that these programs required “putting on a little green bowtie and dancing” in order to access food. Though the myriad complications associated with the non-profit industrial complex are relevant given my participants’ responses and require further investigation, they exist beyond the scope of this study.

In some instances my participants consciously used substances to mitigate the effects of unintentional, prolonged starvation, while others demonstrated a reliance on substances without explicitly conveying that usage was connected to an inability to afford food. When asked what he ate in a typical day, one male participant described consuming on average only two pizza pops and stated, “if I don’t eat my stomach is completely like, growling so hard I feel like a goddamn pitbull is going to burst out of there [but] alcohol numbs the pain.” This participant had been street-homeless for several years and though he had developed a complex cognitive and behavioural system to meet his basic needs, also emphasized that he would “not eat for days at a time, [and would] just drink cider” due to its relative cost-effectiveness when compared to healthy food.

Although self-starvation due to poverty is not commonly reflected in the literature as a form of disordered eating, it is interesting to note that an effect of food-insecurity – namely, reduced body weight and shape – was framed by some participants as its positive consequence. One youth, for instance, discussed the pleasure she felt at being “way too thin” because she opted to spend her limited resources on alcohol and drugs rather than
meet her nutritional needs. Others noted that although they often channeled funds to substance use and could only afford free meals offered by support services, some of these meals were “basically all carbs and fat” and were to be avoided due to body image concerns. Future researchers may want to consider including homeless youth in studies that explore how young adults are influenced by the stigmatization of fatness, as extreme economic marginalization does not appear to protect one against internalizing hegemonic discourses that reinforce the value of thinness.

5.3 Theme Three: Knowledge of Eating Disorders Versus Substance Abuse Disorders

There was a significant disparity among my youth sample between their understanding of eating habits and eating disorders versus their understanding of substance abuse. While all of my participants were able to name and describe multiple variations of substance abuse, including the short- and long-term effects of specific substances, the psychological and physical ramifications of being physiologically addicted to these substances, and potential precursors to addiction, only two could name and define at least one eating disorder. One 21 year old participant, who discussed “making herself puke” in elementary school, could not identify this behaviour as purging and had never heard the word bulimia. Another 18 year old, when asked if she knew what anorexia was, responded “not really, I’ve read a book about it but it didn’t fully explain it and I’ve never taken classes on it.”

It is noteworthy here that economic status has been linked to various forms of health literacy, with those who are less educated and generate less income generally being less aware of health-promoting behaviours and demonstrating attitudes and beliefs that are linked to poor mental and physical health outcomes (Gibson and Williams 1994;
Howard et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2015). Sociologists have often drawn from the work of Pierre Bourdieu to explain this phenomenon, with some suggesting that cultural capital – that is, culture-based resources such as knowledge, books, and education as well as the norms and values that one accrues through socialization (Bourdieu 1986) – play a significant role in the unequal distribution of health literacy and illness (Kickbusch 2001; Paasche-Orlow et al. 2005). Bourdieu’s cultural capital does not fully explain the discrepancy between my participants’ beliefs about eating disorders versus those of substance abuse, however. Rather, I suggest that the frequent stigmatization of street-involved youth as substance users within institutional environments such as homeless shelters, combined with the normalization of substance abuse among this population within their families and peer groups, has lent itself to an unusual degree of health literacy when it comes to the signs and symptoms of alcohol and illicit drug abuse. Simultaneously, these youths’ lack of formal education, as well as the transmission of disordered eating and poor nutritional habits through their families, has contributed to a vast knowledge gap that may render them vulnerable to untreated eating disorders.

5.4 Theme Four: Service Provider Gaps in Addressing Eating Disorders

Finally, my interviews with both youth and service providers revealed a significant lack of existing infrastructure designed to assist those struggling with an eating disorder. While every front-line worker could describe supports such as addictions counselors that their organizations had in place for youth who were engaging in problematic substance use, all were uncertain about where to direct youth who were demonstrating disordered eating. One youth worker, who has been employed by three local outreach organizations, claimed she has observed behaviours such as binging and
purging or self-starvation among “100 percent” of the youth she has met. Yet she stated, “we talk so much in our field about mental health and addictions…[but] eating disorders don’t have a voice…it’s crazy.” Another, whose family member had formerly been diagnosed with anorexia and was thus very sensitive about disordered eating in the clinical sense, noted, “I used to volunteer with groups of girls and it was almost like, every session things would come up about restricting food or about how calories are bad…having lived with someone with an eating disorder it was quite shocking.” When prompted to explain how she would support a youth who approached her with food- or weight-related concerns, she admitted, “It’s tough…we’ll pass the message on to a school counselor, maybe, but we never really know if it’s being addressed.” Finally, when asked if it was her perception that there is a disparity between institutional supports in place for those struggling with a substance abuse versus eating disorder, one employee of an Aboriginal youth organization replied, “yes, definitely. I can’t think of one place that you might be able to go to for an eating disorder, [but] I can think of at least five or six places just off the top of my head for drug and alcohol addictions.”

Not only were front-line workers concerned about the lack of supports in place for those with disordered eating, the youth themselves, despite often having spent years accessing support services, were similarly uncertain about where to seek guidance about food or body image concerns. When asked if she would know who to approach if she witnessed a friend engaging in self-starvation, one youth, who had spent three years at a local homeless shelter, responded, “No, I don’t find that there’s too much out there about that.” When prompted to answer the same question, another, 18-year-old youth who was in recovery from both bulimia and substance abuse and had spoken positively about
addictions counselors stated, “Um… I don’t know.” A third, male youth, when asked whether he believed staff at a local homeless shelter would be able to address his concerns about binge-eating responded, “No I don’t think they would… like they’re very helpful people and I kind of go talk to them if I have like, legal problems or stuff like that but I never really go to them for a problem like overeating.” In contrast, each of these youth could name and describe several organizational supports they were aware of and had accessed for assistance related to drug and alcohol abuse. My results highlight the need for service providers to evaluate existing infrastructure and implement eating disorder-specific supports, while suggesting that service providers may want to consider incorporating eating disorder-related training into their mandates. As one youth succinctly put it, “They can spread awareness about it [food and body image concerns]. I don’t think they do enough.”
CHAPTER 6. As Far as I Could Get: Conclusion

The purposes of this study were to explore how extreme economic marginalization influences disordered eating and body image concerns among homeless youth, and to assess the extent to which these concerns related to youths’ substance use. I further sought to identify gaps in service provision related to disordered eating and substance abuse. My results show that poverty does not render youth immune to cultural discourses that stigmatize fatness, and illuminate that food insecurity may in fact exacerbate youths’ restrictive tendencies and substance consumption. Despite being influenced by popular media’s depictions of normative bodies, the youth I spoke to faced unique structural constraints that rendered them vulnerable to misidentifying disordered eating while reducing their formal capacity to seek help for an eating disorder.

Further research is needed on these phenomena. Due to my small sample size, I cannot make concrete recommendations to address disordered eating among homeless youth, despite youths’ avid suggestions that improvements be made with regards to eating disorder-related service provisions among support services in Vancouver. All but one of the youth I spoke to confirmed that they were relatively comfortable accessing charitable assistance programs and had fostered meaningful relationships with front-line workers, with one stating, “[organization name] is like one of my main favourite places because I feel like they’re not there for just the job, they’re actually there for the youth too.” Another, when asked if she ever felt embarrassed about having to approach outreach programs for food, responded, “No, because I think everybody has their moments when they need help and [employee name] is like the nicest guy.” This suggests that for some street-involved youth, front-line workers play an important role in
addressing youths’ emotional needs in addition to meeting their more concrete needs such as clothing and shelter. This is not surprising, given the empathy and sensitivity displayed by each front-line worker as they discussed their client base.

I acknowledge that my own positionality may have unintentionally contributed to biases during study conceptualization, data generation, and data analysis. That said, I also suggest that it may have also offered useful insights into youths’ concerns that would have otherwise remained unexplored. I recommend that my study topics be taken up by other researchers, particularly through adopting Dorothy Smith’s (2005) suggestions for institutional ethnography as a means of more closely examining the “translocal relations” that coordinate people’s activities within institutions. Doing so will not eradicate the multiple structural factors that render youth homeless and food-insecure in the first place (a topic that is beyond the scope of this study but that certainly warrants intervention), but may offer insight into how youth’s activities, including their eating- and substance-related behaviours, are cared for and managed within institutional environments.
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